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The Day

Thank you for attending this Open Data conference 2016 on Making Better Decisions 
with Open Data.

Getting the most out of your day: The conference agenda is jam-packed and 
designed to provide delegates with options to optimise learning and sharing experiences.

Moving around the Venue: All the sessions will take place in Conference Room A. 
Refreshments can be found in committee room 5 which is opposite conference room 
A. To help with reducing bottle necks between rooms at peak times, during lunch and 
refreshments breaks please use the double doors at the back of conference room to exit, 
and the doors at the front to enter.

Toilets: Ladies and unisex disabled toilets can be found across the corridor immediately 
opposite receprion room A. Gents toilets can be found on the same floor.

Disabled access: Use the elevator and press U1 (upper floor 1) to access Reception 
room A. 

Internet access: FREE WIFI access is available for all delegates. As the Wifi code 
changes daily, this will be supplied to you on arrival at registration.

Exchanging contact details: All delegates have been provided with an individual QR 
code on their name badge that contains their contact information. This code allows 
delegates to share their contact details more quickly and easily. Simply scan the code 
with your smart device; many free QR scanning apps can be found in the app store.

Twitter:You are invited to tweet on the day using #opendatasheffield. iNetwork’s Twitter 
handle is @theinetwork. Sheffield Council’s Twitter handle is @sheffieldcouncil. See 
speaker pages for speaker twitter handles.

Feedback: Please don’t forget to complete your feedback for each speaker. We like to 
hear from you for future improvements, and to feedback to speakers and venue.



TIME PROGRAMME
9:00am Registration, Networking, and Refreshments

10:00am Welcome and Housekeeping
John Curtis, Event Chair

10:05am Opening Remarks
John Mothersole, Sheffield City Council

10:10am Bridging the Gap between Data and Knowledge: some examples
Alasdair Rae, Sheffield University

10:30am Developing a Data Based Decision Making Culture
Jag Goraya, Better with Data Society

10:50am Better Use of Data 
Gesche Schmid, Local Government Association

11:10am Refreshment break and networking

11:30am Workshop A
Understanding Location
Andrew Cooling and Iain Goodwin, 

Ordnance Survey

Workshop B
Using Data to Drive Digital Service 
Design
Liz St Louis, Sunderland Council

Workshop C
A New Approach to JSNA
Greg Fell, Sheffield City Council

12:15pm Lunch, and networking

1:15pm Roundtable Introductions

1:20pm Presentation Roundtables (attend 2 x 30 mins)

• Julie Fidler, NHS Choices on: My NHS, how data transparency in Health & Social Care can add value to patient 
outcomes
• Sue Baxter, Bradford CCG on: My CCG – using open data for storytelling and patient engagement
• Eddie Coates-Madden, Sheffield City Council on: Overcoming the Fear
• Rick Moynihan, SWIRRL on: Numbers, places, decisions: connecting and analysing data with PublishMyData
• Jamie Whyte, Trafford Innovation Lab on: Pop Up Labs in Trafford

2:20pm Refreshment break and networking

2:40pm Discussion Roundtables (attend 1 x 30 mins)

• How can we develop a culture where data drives decision making?
• What ingredients do you need to set up an innovative open data capability in your organisation? 
• How can we better use visualisation for improved decision making?
• How can we use open data to improve health outcomes? 

3:10pm Next Steps: Making Data Physical – building a community data infrastructure.
Julian Tait, Open Data Manchester 

3:30pm Closing Remarks
John Curtis, Sheffield City Council

3:45pm End of session

Agenda



Plenary 
Speakers

John Curtis

John Laurence Curtis Head of Information and Knowledge Management, Sheffield City Council,  Chair of the iStan-
dUK (Standards Board) and a member of DfE Information Standards Board.  He has worked across the Public Sector 
at senior management level. This has included Greater Manchester Police, Merseyside Fire and Rescue, as well as a 
number of Local and Central Government bodies, and voluntary sector. He has gained significant experience around 
Information Management, and how organisations can gain value through a more intelligent approach to analytics.  He 
has an MBA, MSc (business Info technology), Post Graduate Dip in Management Studies (dist) and degree in regional 
analysis and development. Twitter: @johnlcurtis1, @SheffCouncil

Opening from Event Chair

John Mothersole

John Mothersole is the Chief Executive of Sheffield City Council.  He was appointed to this role in 2008. The City 
Council is the third largest metropolitan authority in the country. John joined Sheffield City Council in 1998 as Executive 
Director and since then has been directly and closely involved in much of the regeneration of the City.  
Prior to coming to Sheffield he was a Director with the London Borough of Camden for seven years, and before that 
was the Arts Development Officer for Newcastle Upon Tyne.
In his current role John is closely involved in the Cities agenda, having led Sheffield’s pioneering City Deal and being at 
the forefront of subsequent City Growth and City Region Devolution Deals. He is also a Guardian of the Sheffield Assay 
Office, Chair and Director of the Source Training Centre, Chair of LGYH Chief Executives’ Group, Chair of Sheffield 
City Region Chief Executives’ Group, a member of Core Cities Chief Executives’ Group and is a board member of the 
University of Sheffield Management School. Twitter: @SheffCouncil

Opening Remarks

Alasdair Rae

Alasdair Rae is a senior lecturer in urban studies and planning at the University of Sheffield. His work focuses on the 
manipulation, analysis and visualisation of large geographic datasets in relation to urban planning, transport and policy 
issues. More generally, he is a proponent of open data and in his work seeks to make use of the wide range of new 
datasets that have become available in recent years to advance knowledge in policy-relevant areas. His work has 
appeared in a variety of media outlets, including The Economist, Huffington Post, CityMetric, WIRED, The Guardian, 
The Royal Statistical Society magazine and the BBC. He tweets at @undertheraedar and blogs at www.statsmapsnpix.
com.Twitter: @undertheraedar

Bridging the Gap between Data and Knowledge: some examples

Jag Goraya

Jag founded the Better With Data Society to support civic and entrepreneurial engagement with open data. He has a 
background in change and product management, helping public sector, cultural and economic development organi-
sations to think differently about how they use data to understand, design and deliver services that people care about. 
This is underpinned by over 15 years experience of working with senior managers, frontline staff and data in commer-
cial, community and startup environments. In his spare time he is also leading on a data-driven curriculum for 14-19 
year olds as a governor of Sheffield’s University Technical College. Twitter: @Jagusti, @betterwithdata

Developing a Data Based Decision Making Culture

Gesche Schmid

Data is one of the greatest assets in councils yet it only derives its value from its use. Opening up data and releasing it 
from it’s silos enhances its use within councils, local communities, and business.  Gesche will be presenting some of 
the local success stories where data has been used to help engage with local communities, transform public services, 
foster efficiencies, improve the lives of people and communities and innovate and drive local growth. 
Gesche is  leading on data and transparency in the local government sector for seven years working with local au-
thorities, government, business and the third sector. She is promoting the better use of data through the opening up 
of data, linkages to geospatial information, standards, analytics, information management and governance. She has 
been working with local authorities to promote good practice to improve data use while at the same time lobbying 
for a greater understanding of the value of local data in service delivery, transformation, innovation and improvement. 
Currently, Gesche worked in partnership with Nesta’s Local Datavores research programme to explore through case 
studies how local authorities can use data better to transform services and improve the lives of people and communi-
ties. Twitter: @GescheSchmid, @LGAComms

Better use of data



Julian Tait

The public sector is a vast repository of data that when opened or shared appropriately can realise benefits far 
beyond what was originally intended. But realising the benefits of data in our communities is more than just opening a 
spreadsheet here and an API there. In August last year a group of civic-minded technologists in Amsterdam decided 
to create a public, open Internet of Things network for themselves and their communities. The idea spread and now 
there are over 150 communities worldwide are building networks, enabling a new generation of services and greater 
participation in digital technology.
Julian is a civil society activist who believes that strong communities should have a stake in the process of governance 
and decision-making within cities, and these can be enabled by ICT.
Formerly Head of Innovation Programmes for FutureEverything he co-devised and developed the Open Data Cities 
programme for Greater Manchester. Over the five years of its running a number of initiatives around open data where 
developed including the development of one of the first civil society led city data stores - DataGM, programmes to help 
local government understand how data can be used across organisations GMDSP and the development in 2010 of 
Open Data Manchester.
Ongoing Open Data Manchester activity is around designing open processes and the creation of community digital 
infrastructure. To this end Things Manchester has been created to develop a public, region-wide Internet of Things 
infrastructure for Greater Manchester. Twitter: @julianlstar, @opendatamcr, @thingsmcr

Making data physical - building a community data infrastructure

Liz St Louis

Hear from Sunderland City Council about how their intelligence approach is interconnecting essential people, process 
and technology components to: better understand the holistic needs of customers and communities; provide the 
evidence base for decision making; prioritise and allocate resources more effectively; ensure the greatest impact on 
the issues that matter; enable priorities to be met through a range of delivery mechanisms; and  evaluate the impact of 
actions and continually improve services.
With 26 years’ experience in local government, Liz St Louis, Sunderkand Council, has been involved in major 
transformation, digital and data initiatives across a variety of locations. More recently she has led the customer service, 
digital and data transformations agenda’s for Sunderland City Council in her role as Head of Customer Service, 
Intelligence and ICT. 

Using Data to Drive Digital Service Design

Greg Fell

This session will explore why we have a JSNA, what led to the recommendations that all areas have one, what JSNAs 
are supposed to do, what expectaitons people have of them. The session will also explore where JSNA’s are going 
to as part of the intelligence function of local authorities combined with the health service and the interface between 
JSNA, open data and big data
Greg Fell is a Director of Public Health in Sheffield. He graduated from Nottingham University with a degree in 
biochemistry and physiology in 1993. He has worked as a social researcher in a maternity unit; a number of roles in 
health promotion and public health before jointing the public health training scheme. Greg worked as a consultant in 
public health in Bradford in the PCT then Bradford council. Since Feb 2016 he has worked for Sheffield as director of 
public health. Twitter: @felly500 @SheffCouncil

A new approach to JSNA

Workshop 
Speakers

Please choose one from the following three workshops to attend at 11:30am:

Andrew Cooling and Iain Goodwin

Hear from Andrew and Iain from Ordnance Survey about OS OpenData and explore how understanding location can 
support better decision making.
Andrew Cooling has worked for Ordnance survey for 14 years. He is currently Sector Development Manager for Local 
Government, Police and Fire. In his early career, Andrew worked for London Borough of Waltham Forest. 
Iain Goodwin is relationship manager for Health, Culture, Media and Sport at Ordance Survey. He is responsible 
for managing the relationship between Ordnance Survey and NHS and Cultural bodies that benefit from access to 
geographic information as members of the Public Sector Mapping Agreement (PSMA). 
Twitter: @OrdnanceSurvey, @iaingoodwinOS

Understanding Location



Roundtable 
Speakers

Julie Fidler

Explore the use of data as an enabler for informing users to make better decisions about patient care and outcomes.
Julie is currently Digital Product Lead for My NHS, with over 10 years experience working within the health & care sec-
tor, Regional Chair for Attend, passionate about health and wellbeing and how open data can help to improve patient 
outcomes. Twitter: @julie_raw

My NHS, how data transparency in Health & Social Care can add value to patient outcomes

Sue Baxter

NHS Bradford City CCG and NHS Bradford CCG are clinically-led statutory NHS bodies responsible for planning, 
buying (commissioning) and monitoring health care services in their local area. In Bradford our response has been 
to establish an equivalent set of webpages on our own websites titled: myCCG in order to extend the conversation 
beyond the numbers.  We use these pages to inform the people of Bradford about what our data is telling us and to 
begin a two way conversation about what the people of Bradford tell us about the services they use and what we are 
doing as a result to improve the way we commission services.A senior manager with 20 years NHS experience, holding 
posts within the NHS in provider and commissioner organisations, Sue has also held a Research Fellow post at Keele 
University in the Health Care Standards Unit between 2005 and 2006.  Her goal is to enable the highest quality care for 
people of Bradford, based upon the best available research evidence. 
Twitter: @NHSBDCCG, @NHSBfdCityCCG

Bradford CCGs are using open data to begin a two way conversation with the people of Bradford

Eddie Coates-Madden

Eddie is Head of Communications at Sheffield City Council, a vice-chair of the UK’s LGcomms Executive Committee, 
and a board member of the Sheffield Brand Partnership. He has held management positions in both voluntary and 
public sectors where he gained significant experience in Customer Services management, including front-of-house 
channels, online channel development, customer feedback, advice services and information management. He has an 
MBA from the University of Hull and is a member of both the Institute for Customer Service and the British Computer 
Society. Twitter: @SheffCouncil, @pseudograph

Overcoming the Fear

Rick Moynihan

In this roundtable session Rick will explain “the data cube”, and show that if you can understand the Olympics you 
can understand how to store, organise, compare and analyse billions of facts published everyday describing things as 
diverse as life expectancy, crime or even terrestrial breeding birds.  You don’t need to be a statistician or Einstein to 
understand multi-dimensional data!
Rick is a software developer and head of engineering at Swirrl where he helps national and regional government 
publish and connect open statistical data.  He is the primary author of Grafter an opensource tool for tabular and graph 
data processing, and runs the Manchester Lambda Lounge where he promotes functional programming.
Twitter: @RickMoynihan, @swirrl

Numbers, places, decisions.  Connecting data to the web with PublishMyData.

Jamie Whyte

Trafford’s Innovation and Intelligence Lab has begun running pop-up labs – taking open data and technology into the 
community.  Find out from Jamie how it’s going so far...
Jamie is the Head of the Innovation and Intelligence Lab in Trafford. He is a huge fan of data, and through the Lab, 
he’s committed to making sure data and intelligence is spread as widely as possible so it can be used to give every-
one a better understanding of Trafford. Jamie is always looking out for new opportunities to use data and technology 
creatively. He is the co-lead on Open Data for LocalGov Digital, and sits on the iNetwork Innovative Access to Public 
Services network leadership group). Twitter: @northernjamie, @TraffInnovation

Pop-up Labs in Trafford

Please choose two from the following five roundtables to attend at 1:20pm and 1:50pm:



Roundtable
Questions

These roundtables are not sessions for you to sit back and listen. These sessions are an opportunity 
for you to explore ideas, share experiences and voice opinions with cross sector colleagues over one of 
four questions:

How can we develop a culture where data drives decision making?
Facilitated by Shelley Heckman, Deputy Director, iNetwork

To what extent does culture play a part in an organisation’s ability to embed decision making based 
on data? What does a data-driven-decicion-making culture look like? Who has been successful at 
this? How do we get there? Join this roundtable session to explore the importance and impact of 
organisational culture on open data.

What ingredients do you need to set up an innovative open data capability in your 
organisation? 
Facilitated by Jamie Whyte, Trafford Innovation Lab

How is it that some teams seem to make really exciting, innovative progress in their organisations than 
others? To what extent has funding, leadership, individual personality, organisational culture and other 
factors play into this? How can we set up our own innovative open data capability? What technology, 
knowledge, and skills do you need? Join this roundtable session to explore ways  to set up an 
innovative open data capability in your own organisation.

How can we better use visualisation for improved decision making?
Facilitated by Alasdair Rae, Senior Lecturer, Sheffield University

A picture speaks a thousand words; to what extend then is data visualisation important for 
representing data? How can visualisation help us to understand data better? What are ways that we 
could visualise our data better? These are just some of the possible themes that this roundtable may 
explore around the better use of visualisation for improved decision making.

How can we use open data to improve health outcomes?
Facilitated by Julie Fidler, NHS Choices

How can we use open data to make better decisions that support better health delivery? To what 
extent can data be used to deliver improved health outcomes? What health data is currently available? 
What are the challenges with accessing health data? How are other people currently using health 
data? Join this roundtable to explore the connection between open data and healthy outcomes.



Organisers, 
Partners and

Sponsors

iNetwork

A growing public sector partnership that helps local services use 
information better, be digitally savvy and design better services. 
iNetwork works with many Government departments, agencies 
and programmes including the Cabinet Office PSN team, DCLG, 
BIS, DWP, NHS HSCIC, ICO, National Archives, national WARP 
programme, GCHQ / CESG, Local Digital Campaign plus a wide 
range of industry experts. We support a wide range of 
sub-regional and regional groups as well as individual 
organisations across the North and Midlands.

This event is brought to you by:

In partnership with:

Sponsored by:

Sheffield City Council

Sheffield City Council is committed to transparency in Local 
Government and have illustrated this through providing relevant 
information to the Community. As part of their commitment 
Sheffield Council has developed a strategy on Open Data which 
aims to publish a number of datasets in a format that can be 
easily manipulated and used by the public, and appropriate 
software packages.

To find out more about Sheffield City Council’s open data visit: 
https://data.gov.uk/publisher/sheffield-city-council 

Ordnance Survey

Ordnance Survey is Great Britain’s mapping agency, providing 
the most accurate and up-to-date geographic data, relied 
on by government, business and individuals. By maintaining 
and enhancing one of the world’s most detailed geographic 
referencing frameworks, our data is at the heart of policy making 
and allows for better exchange of data between citizens and 
government. 

To find out more visit: https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/ 
 


